[ EN ]

Genuine Tyrolean
hospitality

So, what’s in store for you at the Neuhintertux?
Lots of treats to make your holiday unforgettable we dare say. For starters, expect and revel
in genuine Tyrolean hospitality.
We are a family run business and we put our
heart and soul into being your perfect host.
You will be welcomed warmly and spoiled
throughout, sharing that experience with our
many regulars who have become members of
the extended Neuhintertux family. Add all the
delights our hotel, the surrounding mountains
and the Hintertux glacier have to offer to this
feel-good atmosphere and you are in for one
fantastic holiday.
Find out more on the following pages and be
well and see you soon!
The Tipotsch Family

Your home
		 from home
[ Neuhintertux ]

So much to do but only if you feel like it.
That’s what a perfect holiday with us looks like
at your beautiful home from home –
the Neuhintertux hotel. Enjoy a perfect location
in the centre of Austria’s only year round skiing
region. Revel in the warm hospitality of your
host family Tipotsch. Choose from an unequalled
pampering programme and spoil your palate,
body, mind and soul alike. The vacation
of your dreams? We think we can just about
guarantee you’ll find it here.
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[ Neuhintertux ]

Make yourself
at home

We know a thing or two about home comforts and our
house reflects that in every nook and cranny: The enticing
smell of solid wood. Warm colours. Cosy pastel fabrics.
All of it chosen with love and orchestrated in perfect
harmony. How about a refreshing drink in these lovely
surroundings? Or even a fine cigar while contemplating
the majestic glacier on our panorama terrace?
We just know you will feel right at home with us.

Feed your
body and soul
[ Culinary delicacies ]

Good food and fine cuisine are as much part
of a successful holiday as the ice is part of the
impressive Hintertux glacier. An exquisite
glass of wine in our welcoming chimney room.
A delicious menu with local delicacies melting
in your mouth. Fine dining à la carte. Or our
sumptious breakfast buffet to set you up for a day
of thrills and adventure. We will make sure
that you are well catered for at all times. After all,
food is its own declaration of love and we do
want you to fall in love with the Neuhintertux
at first sight – or, as it were, at first bite!
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[ Culinary delicacies ]

Fresh and tasty
and right on
our doorstep

Why seek treasure far afield when it’s right under your nose?
Or just round the corner on the organically run farm.
Or fresh from our local suppliers. Our chef applies his
exacting quality standards to all produce that he and his
team use and prefers locally sourced supplies to keep our
footprint small.
He goes for bold taste, seasonal freshness and, wherever
possible, organic origin. To this, he and his team add plenty
of passion and a dash of ingenuity to create the exquisite
delights you can look forward to at the Neuhintertux.

Aaah.... bliss

[ Wellness ]

Totally switched off. Weightless in the pleasantly
warm water. A beauty or wellness treatment.
Perfect TLC for body and soul. All this and more
awaits in our wellness oasis on the top floor
of the Neuhintertux. The views are awe-inspiring
and so are the tranquillity, ambience and
comforting warmth of this little piece of paradise.
Dive in, make a splash, immerse yourself
and indulge all your senses for a while.
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We are proud of our generous 75m2 spa with splendid views
of the Hintertux glacier! This unique space offers many
wonderful indulgences:
– Indoor pool with panoramic views, 65m2 free swimming
area, waterfall, under water jets, massage jets and
upstream swimming
– 5 sauna variations with different infusions every day
– Outdoor whirlpool
– Rest areas with Physiotherm loungers
– Relaxing or invigorating beauty and wellness treatments
– Trilogy: Turkish hamman for pure & ultimate relaxation
– Vitamin bar with freshly squeezed juices, selection of teas,
water & fruit
– Panorama terrace

[ Wellness ]

Our wellness
paradise

...and so to sleep
[ Rooms ]

As you make your bed so you must lie in it.
An old wisdom but actually, WE have made the bed
for you already! And we have spared no effort to
make our rooms and suites supremely comfy –
a good night’s sleep and sweet dreams guaranteed.
Beautifully finished spruce and arolla pine create
a feel-good atmosphere and smell heavenly, too.
Maybe we can’t pluck the stars from the
sky for you but we can bring a bit of forest magic
into your room! The interior design is traditional,
with quirky touches and plenty of authentic
Tyrolean charm to make your stay even more
pleasant. Enjoy the perfect balance of traditional
values and first class modern comfort.
Everything you could wish for is here.
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[ Rooms ]

…cosy, cosy,
cosy….

– 64 rooms and suites with a
subtle scent of natural spruce
and arolla pine
– Non-smoking rooms throughout
– Minibar stocked on request
– SAT-TV with HD channels, flatscreen
and free Wi-Fi access in all rooms

Hit the slopes
[ Active winter ]

We can think of many reasons why you will look back
on a winter holiday at the Neuhintertux with very
fond memories indeed. For starters, you are practically
surrounded by the white stuff. The funicular whisking
you off to your adventures in snow and ice is a mere
50 metres from the hotel – a snowball’s throw! And it is
thanks to the eternal ice that the Hintertux glacier is open
for winter activites all year round. Up, up and away you soar
to 3.250 metres (that’s an impressive 10.662 feet to you
imperial folks out there!) where snow is guaranteed and
conditions are perfect. Test your mettle on 60 kilometres
of slopes until your knees start shaking then recharge
your batteries in one of the many rustic gathering
places dotted around the mountains.

[ Active winter ]

Simply stunning
scenery

When we say you will find the most beautiful winter magic in
our valley, you can take our word for it. Sneak a peek below at
all the wonderful and exhilarating things to experience, explore
and enjoy besides skiing and see for yourself:
– Charming ski huts and rustic mountain inns
– 3 floodlit toboggan runs
– 70 kilometres of prepared routes for walking and hiking
– 28 kilometres of cross country runs as well as natural ice
rinks & curling rinks
– Off piste adventures for ski touring and snow shoe hiking
– Skiing school, freestyle and snowpark Betterpark, family park
in Hintertux
– Fun slope on the Hintertux glacier
– Loads of winter adventures such as tandem paragliding,
winter canyoning, caving expeditions, ice climbing, snow
shoe hiking, sledging & tobogganing and much more

Scaling a
peak or two
[ Active summer ]

The mountains surrounding the Neuhintertux are as
awesome as they are accessible. An astounding
350 kilometres of clearly signposted hiking paths are
awaiting discovery by intrepid explorers. Wander past
blossoming alpine pastures towards majestic peaks
or the eternal ice flows of the Hintertux glacier as they
sparkle and glitter in the summer sunshine.
No matter whether you are a determined summiteer,
passionate scrambler or hiker, casual walker or out with
kids just mad for the great outdoors – everybody will
find their favourite hike. And if you’re more of a mountain
biker than a hiker, prepare to be thrilled by the Zillertal
mountains. We have some great gear for rent at
our in-house shop and will make sure you’re well
equipped for any challenge.
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[ Active summer ]

Summer sun and
fun for all

We are all agreed: Variety is the spice of life, especially
during our precious holidays. And we are privileged to offer
you a wide range of activities and adventures set against
the breathtaking backdrop of our mountains and the glacier
in all its glittering glory.
Hard to believe the amazing diversity of things to do in the
Zillertal:
– Bike tours starting right outside the hotel
– Bike rental in our very own Intersport Shop
– Varied family programme
– Outdoor fun activity arena (rafting, canyoning, painting,
kids’ disco)
– TUX-Worlds – exciting theme trails for all the family
– Games on high meadows and Pepis Children’s World
– Tons of summer activities such as high rope course, via
ferrata and lots more
– 18 hole golf course complete with golf academy

Our very own
little corner shop

[ Shops ]

Intersport Shop
Great offers and competent advice is
what makes our Intersport shop special.
Our friendly and knowledgable team
is all about sports and happy to provide
a comprehensive service for all your

Remember those little corner shops

needs. And you don’t even have to leave

from yesteryear?

the hotel to find us!

Small is most definitively beautiful here
and it’s amazing what you can find:

www.intersport-hintertux.at

traditional Tyrolean attire, dirndl, foodie
treats from the Zillertal, toys, natural
creams and ointments and souvenirs
for loved ones back home. Insider tip:
Follow your nose and get a chunk of our
popular Neuhintertux mountain cheese.
Mature and mellow and oh so moreish!

...ready to come see
for yourself?
Now you know what it’s like at the
Neuhintertux and why it’s the perfect
spot for your next holiday: A home from
home but we do all the work. Delicious
food to nourish body and soul.
Total relaxation and maximum chill out
time. Natural wonders to explore right
outside your door. Sports and activities
to your heart’s content. And above all,
a huge dose of wellbeing and serenity
to take home with you. Tyroleans are
rightly famous for their hospitality as
well as for their pragmatic approach
to life. We say it as we see it. Which is
why we say to you in parting: We hope
you like what you read and saw here.
Farewell for now but do come and see
us soon at the Neuhintertux!
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